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Introduction

Robert Glenn Ketchum

Bristol Bay, Alaska: The world’s largest sockeye
salmon fishery or the future site of North
America’s largest open-pit mine?
As a chef, you can appreciate why wild salmon is such an irreplaceable
- and arguably perfect – food source. It’s a high quality product with
exceptional flavor, beautiful color and texture, and a wide range of
health benefits. And, on top of that, wild salmon replenish themselves
year after year without any human aid or infrastructure, an annual gift
from nature.
On average 40 million adult wild salmon
return to Bristol Bay, Alaska each summer,
supporting over 12,000 fishing-related jobs
and supplying over 50% of the world’s sockeye
salmon. Bristol Bay is one of the last intact
salmon ecosystems left in the world, making
it a natural treasure and important source
of sustainable seafood. Foreign mining
Melissa Trainer
companies are currently seeking to develop a
massive gold, copper and molybdenum mine, known as Pebble, in the
3

headwaters of Bristol Bay. If developed, Pebble would be the largest
open pit mine in North America and would pose adverse risks to
Bristol Bay’s prime salmon habitat, abundant wildlife and local
Alaska Native communities.
Protecting Bristol Bay’s sustainable wild salmon fishery from the
Pebble Mine is one of the most important sustainable seafood issues
of our time. Given the state of wild salmon fisheries around the
world, Bristol Bay is a chance to protect one of the last great wild
salmon fisheries while we still can. That’s why Trout Unlimited,
Chefs Collaborative, the Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development
Association, Sea To Table, and others are partnering together
this summer to help you share Bristol Bay’s salmon and story with
your guests. We need YOU - chefs, restaurateurs, and salmon
consumers - to stand up and demand that Bristol Bay be protected
so that future generations might also be able to enjoy Bristol Bay
Sockeye Salmon on their plates.

This Guide will help you:
LEARN about Bristol Bay and the Pebble Mine.
TAKE ACTION to protect this renewable wild salmon source.
• Host a Savor Bristol Bay Dinner
• Join the National Chef Photo Petition
• Educate Your Local Food Community
KNOW THE FACTS and get answers to your questions.

Questions?
Elizabeth Dubovsky
Trout Unlimited
WhyWild Program
edubovsky@tu.org
907.321.7221

Leigh Belanger
Chefs Collaborative
leigh@chefscollaborative.org
617.236.5200
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Take Action:
How You Can Help

Cory Arnold

Even though the Pebble Mine would be built in
a remote corner of Alaska, the impacts of this
mine will be far reaching. If you enjoy eating
wild, pollution-free salmon or value America’s
sustainable fisheries and fishermen, then Pebble
will have an impact on you. Therefore, we all
Nick Ha
ll
share responsibility in making sure Bristol Bay’s salmon get the
protection that they need and deserve. That’s why the Savor Bristol Bay
initiative is bringing together salmon consumers, fishermen, seafood
suppliers, chefs, retailers, and others in our nation’s food community to
help save Bristol Bay.
This year is especially critical for Bristol Bay. At the request of Alaska
Native tribes, commercial fishing organizations, sport fishermen, chefs
and others, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is reviewing the
situation in Bristol Bay and conducting a watershed assessment as a way
to determine the potential impacts that large-scale mining could have on
the Bristol Bay watershed. This watershed assessment presents a unique
opportunity for Americans to weigh in and help decide the future of
Bristol Bay.

Anyone who appreciates wild salmon at the
end of their fork can help. Here’s how...
5
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Savor Bristol Bay Dinner

While it might seem counterintuitive, one of the easiest things that you
can do to help save Bristol Bay salmon is eat it. By featuring Bristol Bay
salmon on your menu, you are investing your dollars in Bristol Bay’s
sustainable fishery and raising awareness and demand for Bristol Bay’s
Sockeye Salmon. You are also helping send an important message to the
Obama Administration that Bristol Bay is a domestic food source that you
value and rely on in your restaurant.
Your Savor Bristol Bay Dinner can be a variety of things,
including:
•
•
•
•

Featured dish on your menu
Special menu running for a certain period of time
Special VIP salmon dinner with a guest speaker
Dinner & Movie event, featuring the award-winning Bristol Bay
documentary, Red Gold. Tips on how to host your Red Gold
screening are provided later in this toolkit.

Just as important as serving Bristol Bay salmon is sharing Bristol Bay’s
story with your guests. That’s why we have a variety of fact sheets, salmon
recipe cards, No Pebble stickers, and other information for you to share
with your staff and guests. Contact edubovsky@tu.org to request a supply
of materials.

Melissa Trainer
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Where can I get Bristol
Bay Sockeye Salmon?
How and where to get your Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon:
•
•
•
•

•

Sea To Table will be working with Bristol Bay salmon suppliers
to ship fresh Sockeye Salmon out of Bristol Bay during the
fishing season (last week of June – July).
Contact Michael Dimin michael@sea2table.com directly to
find out product options and prices, to place your order, and
set up an account.
For other Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon options, please contact
edubovsky@tu.org or talk with your regular fish monger to see
if they already have a Bristol Bay Salmon provider.
Contact Elizabeth and Leigh - edubovsky@tu.org and leigh@
chefscollaborative.org - to let us know you’ll be hosting a
Bristol Bay Dinner so that we can provide you with outreach
materials and help promote your event.
Coming soon: An interactive Bristol Bay Sockeye sourcing
map on the Bristol Bay Sockeye Facebook page!

We will feature a full list of participating restaurants
on a special landing page at www.SaveBristolBay.org.

Nick Hall
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2.

Join the National Chef
Photo Petition

It’s often said that a picture can say a thousand words, which is
why we’re asking chefs around the nation to take a picture of
themself with a Bristol Bay Salmon. We will provide you with
No Pebble stickers to incorporate in your photo however you’d
like. So be creative and have fun! Some sample chef photos
can be found at www.sea2table.com/chef-restaurant.
We will gather your pictures throughout the summer and
deliver them to elected officials and the White House later this
fall to show them that our nation’s food community values wild
salmon. We will also incorporate your photos in our social
media outreach and use them to generate earned media around
the country. We encourage you to share your photo(s) with
your audiences and customers as well, perhaps encouraging
other chefs to also pose with a Bristol Bay Salmon!
Please email a high
resolution file of your
photo to Elizabeth at
edubovsky@tu.org so that
we can incorporate it in
our social, earned, and
paid media efforts.

Connie Adams
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3.

Educate & Engage
Your Local Food Community

As a chef, you interact with hundreds to thousands of people each
week. Therefore, you can play an important role in educating your
local community about food issues like Bristol Bay. More than ever,
the public and the media want to know what chefs are thinking and
serving. One very effective way to reach a large number of people is
through your local media (newspapers, newsletters, food magazines,
online news sources, local TV and radio are just a few options).
Here are some ways that you can share Bristol Bay’s story with your
local food community:

Submit Letters to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor (LTE) is a free and easy way to reach a large
audience and educate your local community. Legislators and
other important readers often consider LTEs as highly credible
representations of mainstream public sentiment. Submitting an
LTE doesn’t cost a thing, other than some time and thought, so
grab a pen and share with your local community what Bristol Bay’s
salmon fishery means to you.
Check out these sample LTEs written by
chefs, restaurant owners, and retail
seafood managers around the
country.
Lisa Clement, Astoria OR
Alan Hummel, Portland OR
Kevin Davis, Seattle WA

9

tips &
tricks
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Tips for Writing an
Effective LTE

Find out the newspaper’s policy for LTE’s by looking on
the editorial page of the printed paper or online.
Be concise. Even if the paper you are writing to does
not explicitly limit the length of letters it publishes, it’s
to your advantage to be as concise as possible (200-250
words is typical).
Stick to one subject. You are better off writing a widely
read letter about one topic than one that covers many
topics but is not read or, worse, not published, because it
is too long or scattered.
Be timely. Newspapers will rarely print letters about
subjects that are not in the news. Use a recent news event
or recently published article as a link for making your
letter timely.
Do not assume readers will know what you are writing
about.
Use your credentials. If you have personal experience or
expertise in the subject area, mention it.
Be consistent, but original. Stick to the facts mentioned
in this handbook or other credible sources. We don’t
want two letters, ostensibly on the same side of the issue,
that contradict each other. At the same time, do not
send in “form letters,” or letters that are clearly part of a
write-in campaign.
Concentrate on the local angle. Newspapers are
community-based institutions and the LTE column is
where they interact with the community most explicitly.

The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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Don’t forget blogs and other social media
Blogs, Facebook, Twitter and other new forms of media are playing an
increasing role in how people learn, discuss and act on issues. Here
are a few quick ways to take advantage of “new” media.
• Contact local food blogs, ask if they’ve heard about Bristol Bay
salmon and the Pebble Mine and see if they would consider writing
a blog post on the issue. Better yet, invite them to your Savor
Bristol Bay event so that they can taste and experience Bristol Bay
for themselves.
•

If you haven’t already, “Like” Save Bristol Bay on Facebook – share
the posts you find interesting with your followers (every Friday we
post something food-related!). And please feel free to post on the
Save Bristol Bay Facebook page - hint: our Friends LOVE salmon
recipes!!

•

You can also find us on Twitter and retweet items of interest.

Put this Icon on Your Website
An easy way to help raise awareness about Pebble mine is to
put this emblem or the “No Pebble” logo on your website and
link it to www.SaveBristolBay.org. Contact edubovsky@
tu.org for the electronic version.

11
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Know the Facts:
Pebble & Bristol Bay

Robert Glenn Ketchum

Pebble Mine & Bristol Bay At a Glance
How big is the proposed Pebble Mine and where will it be located?

Pebble would be the largest open pit mine in North America, with a
pit size two miles wide and as much as 2,000 feet deep. Sequestering
mine waste would require at least two giant tailings ponds enclosed by
four earthen dams, the largest measuring 3.9 miles long and 740 feet
high (taller than Seattle’s Space Needle). Altogether the Pebble Mine
site could cover 54 square miles. The proposed mine will be located
roughly 200 miles southwest of Anchorage, Alaska, and just north of
Lake Iliamna in the headwaters of the Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers
that feed Bristol Bay.

15

What is the total value of the local commercial and sport fishing
economy in Bristol Bay?

The Bristol Bay fishing economy grosses roughly $375 million a year,
with $75 million generated from sport fishing, and the other $300
million from commercial harvests.
What is the lifespan of the Pebble Mine and how many people will be
employed by Pebble?

Pebble’s lifespan ranges between 50 to 80 years, and promises to
create around 2,000 new jobs.
How long has the Bristol Bay commercial fishery been around, and
how many people does it employ?

Bristol Bay’s commercial fishery has been around for more than 125
years, and employs about 12,000 people.
The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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How big is the Bristol Bay salmon run?

In the recent past, biologists estimated average annual returns of
sockeye to Bristol Bay drainages at 30-40 million, and have been
as high as 50 million. Annual
commercial catches between
1984 and 2003 averaged
nearly 24 million sockeye
salmon, 69,000 Chinook,
971,000 Chum, 133,000
Coho, and 593,000 Pink.
What is at stake is Pebble moves
forward?

Ben Knight

Mining operations would devastate the salmon-spawning habitat
of the world’s most productive wild sockeye fishery. Also the regional
habitat supports a wide array of wildlife (moose, bear and caribou)
and fish (salmon, Dolly Varden and rainbow trout) important to
subsistence and recreational hunters and anglers. Bristol Bay’s rivers
and streams have fed countless generations of Alaska Natives and
support a healthy, sustainable fishing industry that is critical to the
statewide economy.

17

Cheat
sheet

for

Servers

You’re getting ready to share the
night’s dinner specials with some
guests who just sat down. On the
list is a mouth-watering Bristol Bay
Sockeye Salmon special that the chef
created. As the server, you get to educate your
guests about Bristol Bay’s salmon and ways that consumers can help
protect this sustainable seafood source. Here are some suggested
talking points to consider:

Savor Bristol Bay Salmon to help save Bristol Bay Salmon…
This summer restaurants around the country are hosting Savor
Bristol Bay Dinners in celebration of our nation’s largest wild
salmon fishery. These dinners are part of a national campaign
to save Bristol Bay from a proposed open-pit gold and copper
mine, which if developed could destroy Bristol Bay’s salmon
fishery.
When you buy/eat Bristol Bay salmon, you are voting with
your fork for a sustainable seafood option and investing your
dollars in a renewable industry that employs over 12,000
people each year. Therefore, eating Bristol Bay salmon is a
way to help save Bristol Bay salmon.

The Pebble Mine is the wrong mine in the wrong place…
Foreign mining companies want to develop North America’s
largest open-pit gold and copper mine in the headwaters of
Bristol Bay, Alaska.
This mine, known as the Pebble Mine, would have devastating
impacts on Bristol Bay’s rivers, communities, and salmon. Here
are a few reasons why:

The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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•

•

•

The Pebble Mine deposit contains sulfide ore, which is
prone to forming acid mine drainage. Acid mine drainage
is a harmful pollutant that destroys river ecosystems and
degrades water quality.
An estimated 10 billion tons of toxic mine waste would
be stored at the Pebble Mine site for in perpetuity. The
largest earthen dams in the world would be constructed to
contain this mine waste.
The Pebble Mine would be built in a seismically active
zone, meaning there’s a high potential for a catastrophic
accident and environmental disaster. For example, the
earthen dams holding back the toxic mine waste could fail.

Fun facts about Bristol Bay:
•
•
•
•
•
•

On average 40 MILLION adult wild salmon return to
Bristol Bay each summer.
Bristol Bay is home to our nation’s largest wild salmon
fishery and produces over 50% of the world’s sockeye
salmon.
The Bristol Bay salmon fishery runs from the end of June
through the end of July.
Bristol Bay’s commercial salmon fishery has been around
for over 130 years.
Alaska Native villages have resided in Bristol Bay for
thousands of years. Currently, over 6,000 people live in
the Bristol Bay region today.
Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery employs over 12,000 people
each summer (vs. the Pebble Mine which would only create
2,000 jobs that would last only 50 years). The Bristol Bay
salmon fishery generates over $400 million each year and
is a critical part of the region’s economy.

What salmon consumers can do…

1. Order the Bristol Bay salmon dinner special!
2. Join the national petition to President Obama – go to www.
SaveBristolBay.org – and ask him to save Bristol Bay.
3. Follow Save Bristol Bay on Facebook and Twitter to get the
latest and stay involved.

Looking for More?

Ben Knight

www.SaveBristolBay.org
Your source for all things Bristol Bay. See stunning photos of the
region. Read up on the latest Bristol Bay news and alerts on the blog.
Take action. Learn more about the existing renewable resources of
Bristol Bay and the risks of Pebble mine.

www.BristolBaySockeye.org

A consumer-focused website that walks you through the Bristol Bay
fishery, introduces you to some of its fishermen, and provides you with
the information you need to share Bristol Bay’s story with others.

www.CommercialFishermenForBristolBay.org
A national coalition of fishing organizations, Commercial Fishermen for
Bristol Bay is a go-to resource for those in the seafood industry who want
the latest on what’s happening in Bristol Bay and how to take action.

Additional Resources & Downloads
We have developed several tools that are available in an easily downloaded
and customizable document to make taking action on behalf of Bristol
Bay’s fish, wildlife and people even easier.
You can also take a quick look at them in the appendices at the end of this
toolkit.
The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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Additional Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to host a Red Gold screening event
Media Advisory template
Red Gold poster template
Sample letter to Congress Members
Sample LTEs
Bristol Bay factsheets
Images to share with media

The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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How to Host a Red Gold Screening Event
First released in 2008, this award-winning film is far from your typical
documentary. With a moving soundtrack, incredible footage, and a cast
of characters that rivals your favorite T.V. shows, Red Gold will transport
your guests to Bristol Bay and connect them with the people and places
that make Bristol Bay so unique. Plus, it’s a
great excuse to open your doors, fill your tables
with old and new patrons, and serve up some
beautiful, bright red Bristol Bay sockeye salmon.
A few tips and ideas for your Red Gold event:
• Get a free copy of Red Gold by e-mailing
Elizabeth at edubovsky@tu.org
• Do a pre-event screening for your staff and
colleagues so that they can help share Bristol Bay’s
story with your guests.
• Prepare one of your favorite salmon recipes using
Bristol Bay sockeye salmon. Contact Sea To Table
for sourcing information.
• After the movie, host a discussion about the issue
and points brought up in the movie (see Facts
Sheets and Red Gold Study Guide).
• Ask your guests to take action at www.SaveBristolBay.org/takeaction,
follow Save Bristol Bay on Facebook and/or write a letter to your
Senators.
Get Creative! The gathering could be anything from an afternoon BBQ to
a casual happy hour event or perhaps even an elegant evening dinner.
Whatever you dream up will work – just bring people together to enjoy
some delicious Bristol Bay salmon and learn about the issue.
Lean on us! If you need help or have questions please contact Elizabeth
or Leigh – edubovsky@tu.org and leigh@chefscollaborative.org. We’d
be happy to answer questions or give you a hand in any planning
preparations.
Advertise - If you’d like a lot of people to attend your event, cast a wide net
and then do personal one-on-one follow up. A few ways to spread the
word include: evites, Facebook event invitations, phone calls, posters,

23

leaflets, media stories, invitations, or announcements at other events. We
will promote your event(s) through our networks as well, so please email
your event details to edubovsky@tu.org and leigh@chefscollaborative.org.
Make the “Ask” - Chances are that after your guests watch Red Gold, they
will be fired up and inspired to take action. Make it easy for them. Have a
sample letter that they can handwrite to their Representative or Senators
and a way to collect their contact information. You can find a template
letter and sign in sheet at the back of this guide. At the end of the movie
have a Q&A session and let folks know how they can get involved.
Additional Food for Thought:
•

•
•

Consider inviting local elected officials (city council members, the
mayor, or even your state or federal Senator or Representative). You
can find contact information for your elected officials here: http://
www.usa.gov/Contact/Elected.shtml
Also consider inviting local press and food writers to your event.
Contact Elizabeth at edubovsky@tu.org for assistance with developing
a media outreach plan for your event.
Continue the momentum after the event to have even more of an
impact.
• Send photos and a short write up about the issue and event to
your local media contacts and elected officials.
• Share photos, videos and other highlights from your event
with us (email: edubovsky@tu.org) so we can promote them on
Facebook and www.savebristolbay.org to inspire others.

The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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MEDIA ADVISORY
For immediate release – Date, 2012
Contact:
Name, phone number, e-mail
“Red Gold” screening at _______ to highlight world’s largest
sockeye salmon fishery and the people who rely on it
Location - The community is invited to a screening of the
award-winning documentary, “Red Gold,” an-hour long
film that takes viewers into the remote world of Bristol Bay,
Alaska, home of the world’s largest sockeye salmon fishery.
It introduces audiences to the commercial fishermen, Alaska
Natives and sport fishing guides who make their living from
the fisheries and clean waters and who seek to protect these
amazing natural resources from the Pebble Mine. The up to
40 million sockeye that return every year are threatened by a
proposal to dig the largest open-pit mine in North America
near the headwaters of Bristol Bay.
Come see a great movie, eat some delicious Bristol Bay
salmon and consider signing a letter to protect Bristol Bay.
You can learn more at SaveBristolBay.org.
What:
Screening of Red Gold and Salmon Dinner
Who:
When:
Day, Date, Time
Where:
Location, address
Details:
Information on admission price (or free admission) or website for additional information.
*Please also consider for calendar listings and publication.

Download a customizable version here.
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Download a customizable template here.
The Grassroots Guide to Protecting Bristol Bay
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Sample Lett
er to Congre
ss Member
Honorable Sena
tor ________
_____ Senate O
ffice Building
District of Col
umbia 20510-37
0
Dear Senator __

________,
As a salmon co
nsumer who va
lues the health
salmon fishery
of Bristol Bay,
, I urge you to
Alaska’s
ad
d your support
Protection Age
to the Environm
ncy’s (EPA) de
ental
cision to conduc
t a Watershed A
ssessment.
I strongly belie
ve the governm
ent should prot
precious natura
ect Bristol Bay
l resources, bu
and its
t I also understa
decisions base
nd that EPA m
d on the facts.
ust make
The agency is
conduct a scient
making a wise
ific review and
choice to
gather public in
before making
put from all stak
a final determin
eholders
ation on how to
science will de
proceed. I belie
monstrate that
ve the
the world’s larg
North America’
est wild salmon
s largest open pi
fishery and
t mine cannot co
exist.
As you know,
the numerous re
newable indust
employ thousa
ries in Bristol B
nds of people ea
ay already
ch season. Com
processors, fish
mercial fisherm
suppliers, chef
an, seafood
s,
re
salmon fisheries
tailers, and othe
rs rely on sustai
like Bristol Bay
nable
for the health of
allow the prop
osed Pebble M
their businesses
in
e
.
to
If we
questions first,
move forward
then this projec
without asking
t could be a job
the right
nation.
killer for Alask
a and the
In the case of B
ristol Bay, EPA
has the authority
sustainable food
to protect Amer
sources, jobs an
ica’s
d the regional
constituent, I ur
economy. As yo
ge you to supp
ur
ort EPA’s Water
agency can do
shed Assessmen
what’s right fo
t so the
r Bristol Bay an
rely on.
d best for the fis
hery we all
Sincerely,
Name
Address
Email

Download this letter in Word here.
here.
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to
w
Ho ress
r
Add Lette
r
You

For a Senator:
The Honorable (full name),
(Rm.#) (name of) Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator:
For a Representative:
The Honorable (full name)
(Rm.#) (name of)House Office Building
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative:

Note: When writing to the Chair of a Committee or the
Speaker of the House, it is proper to address them as: Dear Mr.
Chairman or Madam Chairwoman: or Dear Madam Speaker:
Sta y Inf or me

d! Sign up below to stay
Bristol Bay Campaig
up-to-date on the late
n.
st from the
NAME (First, Last)
1.

EMAIL ADDRES

S & Phone #

2.

ZIP

YES! Sign me up
for SaveBristol
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tips &
tricks

Talking Points

Talking points are a good way to organize your thoughts and
convey a consistent message on a topic. Below are some suggested
talking points for Bristol Bay. Please pick the talking points that
resonate most with you and feel free to add in your own personal
connections and thoughts when talking with your elected official.
1. The proposed Pebble Mine in Alaska would store 10 billion
tons of toxic waste behind the largest earthen dam in the
world. It would be three times larger than North America’s
largest mine, located on the spawning grounds of the last
great wild sockeye salmon fishery. Thousands of fishing jobs
would be lost, along with the food source that has sustained
a native culture for generations. Even without a catastrophe,
there are risks of continuous leaks and spills.
2. Bristol Bay’s sports and commercial fisheries are worth a
combined $500 million a year and provide jobs for 12,000
people. Meanwhile, Pebble would provide about a couple
thousand jobs that would go away once the mine is tapped
out.
3. I’m not opposed to mining, but this mine is just too risky
and threatens an irreplaceable American seafood source. It’s
already hard enough to source sustainable wild salmon, which
is why we need to protect the last abundant salmon fisheries
left. If we lose Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery, then we lose over
half of the world’s sockeye salmon supply. As someone in the
seafood industry, I’m going to have to pay that cost along with
millions of other Americans who eat wild salmon.
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Factsheets
Download factsheets about
Bristol Bay & the Pebble
Mine to print and hand out
at events here. here.

ALASKA’S

BRISTOL BAY
Not the right place for a giant mine.

photo credits: Ken Morrish and Ben Knight

Bristol Bay’s Fish & WildliFe

The Bristol Bay region is wild country. This Kentucky-sized watershed stretches from the rugged snow-capped peaks of
the Alaska Range, across tundra and wetlands laced with rivers that eventually flow into the bay. The famed rivers of this
region provide some of the best wild salmon habitat on Earth. The area is internationally recognized and boasts America’s
largest state park and Lake Iliamna (Alaska’s largest lake). All five species of Pacific salmon, including the largest runs
of sockeye on the planet, trophy rainbow trout, and numerous other game fish inhabit Bristol Bay’s lakes and streams.
Wildlife such as brown and black bear, moose, caribou, wolves, eagles, and waterfowl are plentiful. Bristol Bay and its
resources create a world-wide mecca for anglers, hunters and other recreation enthusiasts.

Bristol Bay Sal

A global food source

the Culture & eConomy

Native Alaskans have lived in Bristol Bay for thousands of years, relying primarily on the bounty of the land and waters to
sustain their way of life. Generations of families have fished commercially in Bristol Bay and many small businesses have
carved out niches in the region, capitalizing on the flourishing salmon populations. The region’s fisheries generate nearly
$450 million for Alaska’s economy each year, and sport fishing is responsible for upwards of $160 million of that figure.
The commercial fishery is the most valuable in the world, accounting for over 30% of all Alaska salmon harvests and
52% of all private sector jobs in the region. Sport hunting and wildlife-related tourism brings in millions more, while
providing additional employment opportunities.
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The proposed Pebble mine sits at the headwaters of Bristol Bay’s Kvichak and Nushagak Rivers. If built, Pebble would be
one of the largest mines in the world and cause irreparable harm to the fishery. The mine developers have not released
final mine plans, but based on their own estimates, the proposed Pebble mine complex would cover 54.5 square miles.
Pebble would produce as much as 10 billion tons of mine waste including sulfuric acid, heavy
metals and possibly cyanide that will have to be treated and stored for thousands of years. The
Pebble deposit lies in a seismically active area, and any release of this toxic mining waste into
surface or groundwater has the potential to damage Bristol Bay’s salmon and rainbow trout
populations as well as the people who depend on them. The good news is that we can stop
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all of this from happening. Turn the page to learn what you can do.

I

We Need Your Help to Stop pebble MiNe.
www.SportsmansAlliance4AK.org | www.SaveBristolBay.org

For details on how you can help
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Pebble: Wrong
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Photos for Media
We also have a selection of
images that are available
for promotion and media
purposes here.
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Who are We?
photo: Bob Waldrop

The WhyWild Program is part of the national coldwater
fisheries conservation group, Trout Unlimited. By educating
salmon consumers, chefs and retailers about the values of wild
salmon, WhyWild strives to engage the seafood marketplace in
today’s largest wild salmon conservation issues. If we want to keep
eating wild salmon, then we must come together to protect it. To
learn more about the WhyWild Program: www.whywild.org

Chefs Collaborative is a national chef network that’s changing
the sustainable food landscape using the power of connections,
education and responsible buying decisions. To learn more about
Chefs Collaborative: www.chefscollaborative.org

The Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development
Association is a fishermen-run organization that works
for Bristol Bay’s fishermen. Under a mandate by the State
of Alaska, the BBRDSA markets and promotes the region’s
seafood, seeks improvements to the area’s fishery-related
infrastructure, and raises product quality. To learn more
about Bristol Bay’s Sockeye Salmon: www.bristolbaysockeye.org

Learn more about our partners:
Commercial Fishermen for Bristol Bay
Sea To Table

